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neglecting the wiki. Task Force Fire will
be the first of the mods to start coming

out, and it looks very nice. I will continue
working on this mod, and hopefully
something good will come out of it, I

might even do some podcasts of it. But if
you need a mod for OpenTTD that uses

the high resolution textures, do not
hesitate to ask. This mod works by

converting the 1.5 x 1.5 textures to the
now high resolutions, so it is one of the
biggest reasons that the mod is taking
time. You'll need GIMP to do a lot of the

work on it, but keep in mind there are lots
of other programs you can use. Google is

your friend, and the OpenTTD wiki will
help you. I've also been working on

another mod, having the same problem
with the high resolution textures, but the
mods are really making me want to play
it. Also, if anyone would like to help on

"Mod DB Support", there will be a booth
at the Inside OpenTTD event and we
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was part of the Class of 1988, played one
season at Alabama and had a brief stint
in the mid-1990s with the Washington
Redskins. "There were two things that I
loved about Alabama," Marshall said.

"Number one, the players and number
two, the University. Playing in Tuscaloosa
for a year was a really good experience,
but the players were better at Alabama

than college football was then. It's a great
place to play and great coaching." In a
statement provided by Saban, he said,
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"Marshall was a highly talented football
player with tremendous athletic ability.

Our football program has always focused
on the character and the leadership
ability of student-athletes. Marshall

exemplified both on and off the field. For
that reason, we have been truly saddened
by his passing. Our thoughts and prayers

are with Marshall's family, his family,
friends and teammates at Auburn and his
coach, Gene Chizik, at the University of

Alabama." At Auburn, Marshall had a
stellar career and a lasting influence. He

was an All-Southeastern Conference
linebacker in the 1990 and 1991 seasons

and a two-time first-team All-America
selection, the first coming in 1990. He is

also the school's all-
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